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EDITOR'S MESSAGE
;• - • .

Last month I said that we had another successful issue of "Stardust"
in the editor's message. However, we didn't anticipate having a breakdown of
the "Gestetner". The result was that most people were missing page 9, which
contained the Clcerver's Note-, and the remaining half of Mr. Dostal's article
"The Star of Bethlehem". Our apologies? first to Mr. Dostal, and then to the
rest of the people who were missing page 9 or more. I would like to give a
special note of thanks to Ilr. Cable who stayed quite late trying to help us
fix the machine, and also Bob Bla:;ley and Keith Enhagen who also came out to
help.

If any of your are in Saskatoon, you can contact G.N. Patterson
(President of Saskatoon Centre), or Mr. Wendel Frenzel who will be able to
show you around. •••';

".I"*

In conclusion, as usual, things (for Stardust), may be sent to
rlan Dowling, at 9265 - Strathearn Drive, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

Brian Dowling

:•& HOTS FROM THE SECRETARY nr/fli*:*-. ,.;«&*..

If the regular occurrence of 20 below temperatures has possibly
frozen the enthusiasm of the most ardent observers in this area, then it is
hearfcw-arr.ing to check the Handbook on what the new year has in store for us,
;rid to imagine yourself observing Mars on a balmy August night, when it offers
a treat it will not repeat for 15 to 17 yearss

' 'However, the total eclipse of the moon in February will possibly find
us even deeper in the deepfreeze, but there is May with an occultation of Mars,
and; a possible occultation by Jupiter's satellite III; and who knows if again
seme bright comets will be thrown1 in for gbed measure.

So we look forward to a gOdd 1371^

January 5-9 Ke wiH be able to visit the moon (-rock that is)
at the Provincial Mr.set'-n, and take in a Smithoniah Space Exhibition at the
same time.

Our best wishes go to Mr. Dave Bruner, who has had a pretty tough
time the last few months, and we hope he will soon be feeling fine again.

Mrs.Jenny Rusch



TREASURER'S REPORT

Balance

On 0 ct. 19, 1970, the balance in the bank
7, 1970

was

deposit
$ 424.40

Nov. $604.88 $1,029.28
•;\-.NOV. 9, 1970 annual dinner withdr. $273.00 $ 756.28

.... Nov. 9, 1970 annual award withdr. $ 10.00 . $ 746.28
•; Nov. 9, 1970, multigrph (Stardust) withdr. $ 29.79 $ 716.49

.Uov. 14, 1970 Deposit $247.00 $ 963.49
.;.;•• ,Nov, 15, 1970?, telephone (F. Loehde) withdr. $ 5.68 $ 957.81

,Nov. .15, 1970, room for Hodgson withdr. $ 18.00 $ 939.81
,;.• NOV. 23, 1970 addresogrph (Stardust) withdr. $ 7.00 $ 932.81

.;Bec, 1, 1970 projector rent withdr. $ 3.75 $ 929.06
Dec. 14, 1970 T.V. operation withdr. $ 7.50 $ 921.56
Dec. 23, 1970 deposit $226.50 $1,148.06

..Jan. 4,; 1971 national office withdr. $201.00 $ 947.06

- >

Treasurer's statements will be submitted every 3 months for
"lembers information.

•••.... • . . •••

M. Dostal

SEISMIC ACTIVITY OH THE MOON

Following are excerpts from a letter, sent by Dr. E.R. Kanasewich
to Dr. Cumning end Dr. Pinnington, concerning seismic activity on the Moon.
The information comes originally from Professor R. Meissner, Frankfurt.

'Apollo 12 seismometers record on the average one event per day,
but most arc very small and the largest number and largest magnitude events
.occur, at perigee. Therefore it appears that the Earth's gravitational field
releases ensrgy or at least acts as a trigger". ,

=.,« "Mos.: natural events occur at perigee and'have a similar shape ..
The similarity of wave slope indicates a single small source. The source is
thought to be about 5G0 meters in size and localized within this region for
most quakes. The nature of the source would appear to be explosive and may
be due to hot or cold gas emissions. It is definitely not meteorite impact.
Source region is Fra Mauro (the intended landing site of Apollo 14). The
magnitude and signal shape is similar to quakes caused by volcanic eruptions
at Kilaua, Hawaii (except that the Moon signals ring for a long time after
jLhe event whereas Earth signals die out within one minute).''

"In view of this report, some Edmonton amateurs may want to watch
for gas or dust emissions ... it would be useful to have visual observations
.on cer'smie events".

, • • . •

The possibility of observing any emissions due to seismic events,
with anything other than a large telescope, must be considered small. On the
other hand, the possibility does exist and everyone is, therefore, encouraged
to examine the Fra Mauro region at every opportunity, but especially near
times of perigee. If you are fortunate in observing a gas or dust emission,
call a friend and have him confirm your observation. Good Luck

Dr. D. Hube

!
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#4 Disquieting Thoughts;

Anyone who has wondered how giant trees manage to get water out
of the ground and into their upper branches has probably thought how useful
it would be if the hidden power of our forests and woodlands could be
harnessed for the benefit of mankind. Dr. Edwin Selvedge of the Santa Juda
School of Forestry see this age-old arboreal miricle in a different light.
"We're sitting on dynamite", he says.

Selvedge has calculated that the capillary action in a mature tree
often exceeds 300 p6unds per square inch, or about 10 times the amount in a
can of shaving cream and 25 times the amount considered the maximum for auto
mobile tires in the summer. He theorizes that until very recently, such
creatures as woodpeckers, bark bettles and squirrels acted as a kind of
natural safety valve, releasing the enormous pressure in the critical summer
months. But pollution and the wholesale slaughter of these animals by trophy-
seeking hunters has drastically reduced their number, and the day may not be
far off when our parks and backyards turn into bloodbath. "That favorite
evergreen the kids like to climb is a time bomb", says Selvedge, "and it's
ready to explode and scatter its deadly hail of needles and cones".

(Reprinted from the National Lampoon, August 1970 issue).

THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM (was it a modern UFO ?)

(Reprinted from December issue of 'Stardust")

There were many and still are speculations what a star of Bethlehem
was. From conjunction of two planets to Nova,s and Super-Nova,s, to comets.
Most probably Haley's comet, which was about 2,000 years ago at 31 degrees and
42 min. north of celestial equator. The latitude of Betlehem is 32 degrees
and 42 min. At this time Haley's comet was in the constellation of Gemini,
which passed through the zenith of Betlehem, or directly over head, (where
the child was born).

I am sure many of you heard different ideas, but many of you have
not heard this one:-

But first let me quote some passages from the Old Testament, the
New Testament and the Book of Numbers:-

i!I am coming to you in a thick cloud"
"The Lord descended in a cloud"
"The pillar of Cloud"

There is much more in Exodus and especially Ezekiel.
"and where the cloud settled down, there
people of Israel encamped"
"The Lord deseeded in the cloud to meet

Moses'5
"When the being in the cloud wanted to
talk to Moses, it Seemed to descend from
the position above the tent". Numbers 11;25
"when the cloud rested, Israel made camp.
When the cloud moved Israel moved". Numbers 9:15 - 23

And again many more passages like these can be found in the Book of Numbers.
Modern version of these would be cylindrical column and glowing flying saucer.

Exodus 19:9 16»

Exodus 34:5

Exodus 23:24

Numbers 9:17

Numbers 34:5
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In the New Testament, Matthew records that "Wise men from the East"
followed what they thought was a star, to the place of Child's birth.

These ir;en were undoubtedly interested in asrology, and perhaps
they were following a star. The Bible says however, that the Wise men
followed the star "till it came to rest Over the place i.here the Child
was". Matthew 2:9.

But wo know that stars do not move in this manner, nor do they '\n
nove find suddenly step. In any case, if beings from an other world deliber-

,,ately sought tc draw attention to the birth of Christ, a space vehicle
(•.;• answering the description of modern UFO would have been capable of carrying
:oat the activities, which the Bible describes. What is clear in Luke's
account, is that the birth of John the Baptist, and the birth of Jesus, were
both proceeded by cngelic visitations. Luke 1:26. .

•; The story of the Star of Betlehem endured for some 2,000 years
heeauss of its beauty and simplicity, so let it go as that for some while
yet.

: V . •5

M. Dostal

• .'.SIROyOHilCAL QUIZ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

i:;

14.

15.

-•What..is the darkest spot on the moon ?
What: is the diameter of the crater Tyche ?
Cn what night is the total lunar eclipse this year ?
What is the latitude of Edmonton1? •., r
When was Pluto discovered ?
iWhat constellation is M 107 in ?
How mrny messier objects are there ?
How many mcons does Saturn have ?
What is the division between the rings of Saturn called ?
In -hat year did the Crab Nebulae explode;? .; :

ere the pointed ends of a cresent ?
•-r- •' •••'••' - was a monk who in 1543 proposed the theory
of the solar oysta.i.
A no. of b::ight stars where R.A. is accurately known are called

The phenorninum of the splitting of spectral lines formed in a
magnetic field is called __<_ • ,';
Whit- is Arabia ? •„•.,.

'iiien a new. night watchman for an astronomical observatory arrived
for work, he watched one of the astronomers aiming a gigantic telescope at
the heavens. Suddenly, a shooting star swung out and fell through space.

"That was a good shot, sir", said the simple lad.

.A 1*,.-. «l * .*:.'.. *

The pretty, but not too bright sophomore in college was seated
next to a famous astronomer at a dinner party and asked him what work he was in,

"I study Astronomy", said the scientist.
"My goodness, I finished that last year", said the young women.
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If atheletes suffer from atheletes foot, de Astronauts suffer
from Mis tie-Toe ? °' :

TIME IN ASTRONOMY :

On a conference in Washington D.C., in the year 1884, the so
called "Washington meridian conference'', established the prime meridian in
GreenwichV (Meridians or a prime meridian could have started anyplace).
Rer.sdn for this was, that at that time, England was the most powerful nation,
they pcGSed-the most ships, and of course the most merchants, and of course
did the-most travelling, that's why it was very important to them. This prime
meridian is written as 0, degree longitude. Degrees from this point are marked
from 0 deg. west and from 0 deg. east, up to 180 deg. where they meet, and
it is neither west nor east. When it is midnight at prime meridian, then
the sun must be 180 deg. around. By measuring the sun's exact position
rihove the southern horizon at noon, we can find on which meridian it happens
to be.

The sun travels 360 deg. a day, or 24 hours which equals 15 deg. in
one hour, or 1 deg. every 4 min. This way any point on earth can fix their
ov-n time, which is called LOCAL TIME. Local time is of course impractical so
the whole world is divided into 15 deg. zones, or one hour meridians, and
from the point on north pole to the widest zone on equator, and down to the
south pole, will have the same time. The time at Greenwich for earth is
standard meridian, and we, as you know, use it as U.T. UNIVERSAL TIME.

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME is practical only in some part of the world.
Communities in high northern latitudes, like ours do not need it, because of
the sun setting late, and on equator, where days and nights are almost equal
year around. Some people do not want to move the clock because of their
religious believes, but they forget that man made the time, by dividing the
da^/ into hours. So neither the Nature, nor the Universe at large, had any
thing to do wir.h the time.

" Days in winter and spring are longer than 24 hours, and again days
in summer and fall are shorter than 24 hours.

There are 366-1/4 SIDEREAL DAYS in a year. Exactly one more than
there are SOISR DAYS. SOLAR YEAR is then 365-1/4 days, The time between
one crossing of the meridian and the next by a star, is called SIDEREAL DAY,
which is 23 hours, 56 minutes, 4.03 seconds. However the time between one
crossing of the meridian and the next by the sun is called SOLAR DAY, which
is exactly 24 hours. SIDEREAL DAY is shorter by about 4 minutes a day as
you can see above, and such clocks are made and used in astronomy to keep
STAR TIME, or SIDEREAL TIME. You might have one on your telescope as a
clock drive; ' - ;'":

Because the sun varies either too fast (up to 15 min.) to the
maridiaa, or too slow (up to 15 min. after meridian), we have to take a happy
medium and call it MEAN SOLAR DAY. MEAN SUN is really a noon, or IMMAGINARY
SUN, in the place where the REAL SUN should be.

.• ••• • :. ''• r.3>T
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Time based on MEAN SUN is called MEAN TIME. r;

Time based on REAL SUN is called APPARENT TIME, Bo every
day we have up to 15 minutes difference between MEAN NOON and APPARENT NOON.
Only 4 times a year these two coincide or otherwise, the sun is exactly where
it's suppose to be, and we have REAL SUN. So the difference between MEAN NOON
and APPARENT NOON is called EQUATION OF TIME.

Incidently, the word "meridian" is taken from Latin, and it means
MERIDIANUS -midday.

SIDEREAL MONTH is exactly how long it takes the moon to revolve
aroundthe earth, or 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, 11.5 seconds. SIDEREAL
MONTH is however, not the time from new moon, to new moon. By the way, new
moon is the sliver we see, and not when it is completely lost in the glare
of the sun. (black).

SYNODICAL MONTH. If the sun would move exactly with the stars,
then from new moon to new moon, would be SIDEREAL MONTH (see above), but the
sun loses one degree every 24 hours to the stars motion, so that to the stars
moon moves 13 degree in 24 hours. But to the comparison to the sun, it has
moved only 12 degrees in 24 hours. To catch up on the sun during the month,
it takes the moon 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 3 seconds. This is the time
from new moon, to new moon, or SYNODIC MONTH. It is also called the LUNAR
MONTH, and PERIOD OF LUNATION. ~

LUNAR YEAR is then of course 354 SOLAR DAYS. So there is a
difference of 11 days between these two, and SOLAR YEAR is called SEASONAL
YEAR or TROPICAL YEAR. The TROPICAL YEAR or SEASONAL YEAR or SOLAR YEAR is,
when the sun moves from over the Tropic of Capricorn, to over the Tropic of
Capricorn, or from winter solstice, to winter solstice, or from equinox to
equinox.

There are some more different times in astronomy^ but so far,
these listed above are, confusing enough.

••• >w

M. Dostal

FLYING SAUCERS

Whether or not one believes that flying saucers exist is up to
the persons own judgement. No absolute proof exists that is in favor either
way, just evidence and lots of it.

If someone were to seriously state to you that flying pink
elephants existed somewhere in the earth it would be impossible to disprove
such a statement. The same is with religion, extra sensory perception, and
flying saucers. None can be disproved and on the other hand, none have been
proven.

There are many different possibilities to explain the sightings
observed by various people all over the world. The obvious one would be that
there are in fact, flying saucers but this does not satisfy the disbelievers.
People in general are poor observers and know little about astronomical events
and atmospheric disturbances. Many sightings have been proven wrong and who
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knows how many meteors pulsating aurosa, satellites, ball lightning,
balloons, and even comets and planets have been mistaken for flying
saucers.

The mearest form of intellegent life may be hundreds or even
thousands of light years away. Such distances are emense arid so is the time
required to cover them. And from any star a thousand light year radius
includes hundreds of thousands of stars so our earth being visited would
be a one in a million fluke. All the odds and all 'the .theoriesvara against
the existance of flying saucers and all the believers have going fct them are
the testimonials of people.

An excellent explanation given by many psychologists as to what
UFQ'S are has to do with the fact that people are emotionally disturbed about
the World's current state of affairs and what the future holds. They look to
alien beings, far advanced to us, to come and help up out of our problems.

Robert Paul

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Definition: li69s>s ", ' •

U.F.O.: an airborn object that cannot-be positively identified
as anything known.

Flying Saucer: is a UFO that has been identified to be a flying craft
controlled by intellegent life

QUESTIONARE

1. Do you believe that intellegent life exists on planets orbiting
other stars than the sun ?

yes no um

2. Do you believe in flying saucers coming and visiting earth ?

yes no um I've seen

3; Say you clearly saw a flying saucer come and land within 100 feet
from you. Would you:-

• < !

a) go mental
h) throw stones at it
c) try and communicate with the aliens
d) observe from a hiding place
e) run away
f) walk away
g) crawl away
h) steal it

4. If your best friend swore that he had seen a flying saucer would
•»•*»-?•- :•;•:• .you:- '''•'
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a) tell your friend to stop swearing
b) believe him
c) don't believe him
d) pretend he's not your best friend
e) queer him out

5. If you were attacted and grabbed by two large aliens would you:

a) try to escape
b) demand that they take you to their leader
c) ask them where you're going
d) tell them you just ate
e) scream
f) inform them that halloween is next week
g) ask them if they believe in flying saucers
h) pullout your 33 automatic and shoot them
i) tell them that they have a face that only their mother could

love.

6. Do you think;-

a) no

b) flying saucers are all round
c) Aliens have bad breath
d) flying saucers are figiment of the imagination
e) Gomer Pyle is funny

7. Write a 250,000 word paragraph on one of the following. Use the
pa. space provided:-

a) Why I think my friend is an alien
b) How to build a flying saucer
c) Why Gomer Pyle is funny
d) What is meant by question No. 283

..• ••••to •• •.•••••.

'

.

• • - . :

'" •'

8. What is the best thing to do when a flying saucer levers over
and shines a spotlight on you:

a) start singing
b) give your name, rank and serieal number
c) dori*t let on that you know you are being watched
d) remind yourself of the good institution they have waiting

in Ponoka

!

.£

[J •

•

•

. • i

8.



e) make sure your hair is combed
f) freeze %'r-v • :
g) thaw
h) shine your flashlight at them
i) throw stones at it

Which of the following statements is true:-

a) U.F.O.'s are dangerously smelly
b) none
c) just (a and (c)
d) just (e)
e) Gomer Pyle is not funny

10. If you saw a pink elephant fly by would you:-^

a) start believing in flying saucers
b) throw stones at it
c) get down on your knees and pray .... that it doesn't

land on you
d) get on your white horse and fly after'it

ANSWER SHEET

1.

2. 7
-

; • -

3*.

4

5

-'•'•:

Please bring this sheet to the

Robert Paul

61 Geneva Crescent,
St. Albert, Alberta

9

10

r meeting or send to;

The results will be published in a future issue of "Starbun''

ANSWERS

9.

1) Grimaldi

4. 53.533°
7. 110

10. A.D. 1054

12. Nicolas Copernicus
15. An Ochre colored

^Desert" region on Mars i
(Answers to Astronomical Quiz).

OBSERVING NOTES

2. 56 mi.

5. 1930

8. 10

11. Cusps
13. Clock Stars

3. Feb. 9-10

6. Ophiuchus
9. Cassini's

Division

14 Zeeman Effect

Mercury -

'..;•

Greatest elongation on the, 18th, will stand about 15° above
the south-eastern horizon at sunrise.



Venus -

Mars -

Greatest western elongation is on the 20th. Bright
moving star rising 3 hours before pir star Mag - 4.2.

Moving into Scorpio, rising 4 hours before sunrise.
In conjunction with Jupiter on the 25th , mag. +1.5

Jupiter - In Libra morning star rising 4 hours before sunrise,
mag. -1.4

10.

Saturn In Aries high in the east at sunset setting well before
sunrise, mag. +0.3.

- , .„ .

•'!,:'

,

• . •-
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STARDUST

A MONTHLY PUBLICATION OF

TEE EDMONTON CENTRE? R.A.S.C.

MEETING: January 11, 1971

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

PLACE: Queen Elizabeth Planetarium

SPEAKER AND TOPIC: Mr. W. Cable will give a Planetarium show. _r




